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Abstract

In this paper, we analyze the properties of a procedure for learning from examples. This \canonical learner" is based on a canonical error estimator developed in a
companion paper.
In learning problems, we observe data that consists of labeled sample points, and
the goal is to nd a model, or \hypothesis," from a set of candidates that will accurately predict the labels of new sample points. The expected mismatch between a
hypothesis' prediction and the actual label of a new sample point is called the hypothesis' \generalization error." We compare the canonical learner with the traditional
technique of nding hypotheses that minimize the relative frequency-based empirical
error estimate. We show that, for a broad class of learning problems, the set of cases
for which such empirical error minimization works is a proper subset of the cases for
which the canonical learner works. We derive bounds to show that the number of
samples required by these two methods is comparable.
We also address the issue of how to determine the appropriate complexity for the
class of candidate hypotheses. Many existing techniques solve this problem at the
expense of requiring the evaluation of an absolute, a priori measure of each hypothesis'
complexity. The method we present does not. It is based on an extension of the
canonical learner and uses a natural, relative measure of each model's complexity. We
show that this method will learn for a variety of common parametric hypothesis classes.
Also, for a broad class of learning problems, we show that this method works whenever
a certain conventional method for choosing model complexity does.
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1 Introduction
This paper develops and investigates the properties of a new class of learning procedures.
These procedures are based on the canonical error estimation procedure developed in [1].
We also provide bounds on the number of samples required by a procedure. Additionally,
we propose and analyze a method of selecting a hypothesis, or \model," with an appropriate
degree of complexity.
Before we elaborate further we rst review some of the terminology and results from [1].
As an example of a learning problem, imagine that we are given data that consists of noisy
observations of a xed function, and we want to nd a model for this function that will
accurately predict new observations. More generally, we may observe labeled sample points
(xi; yi) from S = X  Y drawn independently at random according to a xed, unknown
probability distribution P (P is assumed to lie in a known set of distributions, P ). The
models that we can use, which we shall henceforth call hypotheses, are drawn from a class H
of functions that map X to a set Z . In order to measure the performance of a hypothesis, we
use a loss function, L : Z  Y 7! IR. With each hypothesis h 2 H we associate an error with
respect to P , the \generalization error," err(P; h). This is the expected value of L(h(x0); y0)
at a new point (x0; y0) randomly drawn according to P . To learn from a sequence of labeled
sample points, we must select a hypothesis that (with high probability) has nearly the least
error of all hypotheses in H.
A common approach to learning is to rst nd a means of estimating the error of each
hypothesis in H simultaneously from the same labeled sample. Having solved this simultaneous estimation problem, one could then learn by simply choosing the hypothesis with
the least estimated error, since this hypothesis will also have nearly the least true error. Inspired by the pioneering work of Vapnik and Chervonenkis ([2], [3], and [4]), much research
has been done to determine when the empirical error estimate based on the labeled sample
~s(m) = (~x(m); ~y(m)),
m
X
femp [~s(m); h] = m1 L(h(xi); yi);
i=1
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succeeds in simultaneously estimating the error (see [1] for references). In [1], we went beyond
this empirical error estimation and examined simultaneous estimation problems that can be
solved by estimators satisfying only a natural \smoothness" constraint. We developed a
canonical estimator, fce , and showed that it is capable of smooth simultaneous estimation
whenever such estimation is possible. In fact, for a broad class of problems the empirical
estimator is smooth, so in these cases the canonical estimator, fce, will simultaneously
estimate whenever femp does.
In this paper, we explore the properties of a canonical learning procedure, gcl, which picks
a hypothesis that minimizes fce . We compare gcl to the common approach of minimizing
the empirical error estimate, which we denote by gemp. We show that, for a broad class of
learning problems, gcl learns whenever gemp does. Further, we give an example where gcl
learns and gemp does not.
We derive bounds on the \sample size" of gcl and gemp , the number of labeled sample
points these learning procedures need to achieve a given level of performance. We show that,
in general, the sample sizes of gcl and gemp are of the same order. Also, in some important
special cases, we give bounds for the sample size of gcl that are smaller than the available
bounds for gemp. Thus, the canonical learner does not gain its superiority over gemp by
virtue of using an excessive number of labeled samples.
We also address the issue of how to select H. We must make H rich enough that it will
contain a hypothesis with an acceptably low error level. A pitfall in learning with a rich H
is the tendency to use a hypothesis that is overly complex and that over ts the data. That
is, we may pick a hypothesis that agrees with the data and yet has a large generalization
error.
We focus on hypothesis classes that are nested in that H is the union of an increasing
sequence of sets of hypotheses: H1  H2  : : : = H. For instance, if H is the class of
all multinomials, Hk might consist of k'th order multinomials. It is natural to think of
hypotheses that are in Hi but not in Hj as being more complex than the hypotheses in Hj .
Many of the remedies for over tting in the current literature involve evaluating a measure
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of the complexity of each Hk in order to in uence which Hk to pick a hypothesis from.
Determining these complexities may involve a great deal of analysis, and often the procedure
for in uencing which Hk to use does not take the observed distribution of the data into
account.
We show how the ideas underlying gcl can be extended to provide a means of selecting
a hypothesis with an appropriate level of complexity from a rich H. This method does not
involve any a priori, absolute measures of complexity. Instead, it uses the natural notion
of complexity associated with the nested structure of H in order to compare hypotheses.
This procedure rst creates a pool of \simple" candidate hypotheses using part of the data
and then selects from among these by using the rest of the data. In this way, the actual
distribution of the data determines, in part, the complexity of the chosen hypothesis. We
give a condition that is sucient for this procedure to learn and satis ed by many common
parametric classes of hypotheses. Also, we show that this method will work whenever a
certain conventional method of complexity selection works.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the canonical learner, gcl, and show how it applies in a broader range of learning problems than the
empirical error minimizer, gemp . We show that the sample size bounds for gcl compare favorably with those for gemp in Section 3. We discuss the problem of selecting a hypothesis with
an appropriate degree of complexity in Section 4 and describe some conventional approaches
to this problem. We also present our approach to complexity selection, give conditions under
which it works, and compare our method with one of the conventional approaches. In Section 5, we sum up the contributions of both this paper and [1] and indicate some directions
for further research. Proofs of many of the results appear in the Appendix.

2 The Canonical Learner
Theorem 5.1 of [1] provides us with a new class of procedures that learn whenever (P ; H) is
smoothly simultaneously estimable. When L is Lipschitz in h (see De nition 2.1 below), this
is a weaker sucient condition than (P ; H) being simultaneously estimable by the empirical
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estimator, femp. In this section, we prove a stronger result by comparing the ability of two
procedures to learn pairs (P ; H) that are not necessarily smoothly simultaneously estimable.
We shall show that a particular canonical learning procedure based on the canonical estimator
fce works whenever minimization of the empirical estimate does.
As in [1], in this paper we often assume that the loss criterion, L, is bounded and Lipschitz
in h and that the range of the hypotheses, Z , is totally bounded. (In what follows, as in [1],
d is the pseudometric on Z used to de ne smoothness for estimators.)

Assumption 2.1. L is nonnegative and bounded by  < 1:
0  L(h(x); y)   for all h 2 H, x 2 X , and y 2 Y .
Assumption 2.2. Z is totally bounded under d (see [5]). That is, for each  > 0 there is a
set of K () < 1 points, Z ()  Z , that form an -cover for Z with respect to d.
De nition 2.1. L is Lipschitz in h if there is D < 1 such that
jL(h(x); y) L(h0(x); y)j  D d(h(x); h0(x)) for all x 2 X; y 2 Y; and h; h0 2 H:
As discussed in [1], we can base a learning procedure on fce by picking a hypothesis that
minimizes the error estimate fce[~s; h] over H. However, note that the set of values that fce
takes on the empirical cover, Hn (~x 0), is the same as those it takes on H. Hence, we lose
nothing by focusing on the class of learning procedures that minimize fce over the empirical
cover instead of all of H. The following procedure and theorem are direct consequences of
Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 3.1 of [1].

Procedure 2.1. A canonical learning procedure based on the canonical estimator.
1. Let m ! 0, m  0:
2. Perform Procedure 5.2 of [1].
3. Let gcl m-approximately minimize fce[~s(m); h] over Hn (~x 0): that is, choose gcl[~s(m)]
as a member of
(

h 2 Hn

(~x 0) : f

min(~x0) fce
ce [~s(m); h]  h0 2H
n

5

)

[~s(m); h0] + 

m

:

(Note: In this and the learning procedures that follow, the choice of a minimizing hypothesis
can be made de nite by rst establishing a priority ordering on H.)

Theorem 2.1. Under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2,
(P ; H) is learnable by gcl whenever (P ; H) is smoothly simultaneously estimable.
As with fce , gcl represents a whole class of learning procedures determined by particular
choices of the sequences m, n , n , etc.
Before comparing gcl to empirical error minimization, we rst examine the similarities
and di erences between gcl and some other procedures for learning in the literature. Also,
we discuss how gcl avoids over tting the data.
Super cially, gcl resembles the method of cross-validation (see [6]). However, the hypotheses selected by cross-validation are usually chosen by minimizing the empirical error
on a subsample. The use of an empirical cover is clearly a di erent approach, since the labels
of the rst n points are not even used.
The learning procedure gcl resembles the cover-based methods in [4], [7], [8], [9], and [10].
In these methods, knowledge of P or the structure of P is used to select a nite cover for H
and empirical estimates are used to select the best element of the cover. Thus, there is an
important di erence: gcl selects an empirical cover based on the data, whereas the covers in
these other methods are xed in advance.
Devroye examines a general structure for learning procedures in [11]. There, a class of
candidate hypotheses is selected based on a \training set" (~s 0 in our notation), and the
hypothesis with the least empirical error on an independent \testing set" (~s 00) is selected.
Clearly, gcl has this form. Here we provide concrete choices for the set of candidate hypotheses as well as a complete theoretical basis for these choices. We have provided estimates of
the relative sizes of ~s 0 and ~s 00 as well as a characterization of a condition that is sucient
for this procedure to work.
In the 0/1-valued, noise-free case, a scheme akin to gcl is used in [12] to transform
a learning procedure for one triple (P ; C1; C1) into a learning procedure for another triple
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(P ; C2; C2).
If g : ~s 7! H picks a hypothesis that agrees with the data and yet g does not learn, we
say that g over ts the data. There is a natural tendency to choose a hypothesis that agrees
with the data. However, if the data is noisy and we select a hypothesis that ts the data
(and hence the noise) too well, the generalization error of such a hypothesis will usually be
larger than the optimum.
That one should resist the temptation to over t the data is a well-known maxim. This
principle is the basis of many estimation methods, such as Rissanen's Minimum Description
Length Principle ([13]) and Vapnik's Principle of Structural Risk Minimization ([4]). These
methods penalize a hypothesis' empirical error on the basis of the \complexity" of the class
of hypotheses from which it is drawn (see Section 4 for more details). The learning procedure
gcl takes a di erent approach. It rst constrains the class of candidate hypotheses on the
basis of a portion of the data and then freely optimizes the empirical error over this class on
the remainder of the data.
It may initially seem surprising that gcl attempts to minimize err(P; h) over H by rst
approximating H with a nite set, Hn(~x 0). Such an approach may \under t" the data, but
it will not over t the data. In fact, even in situations in which gcl does not learn, gcl will
not over t the data because femp[~s 00; gcl[~s ]] provides an accurate estimate of err(P; g[~s ]).
Let gemp denote (the usual) class of learning procedure based on minimizing the empirical
estimator, femp. Each such gemp is determined by a sequence m ! 0, m  0, and a
mapping that m-approximately minimizes femp .
We can compare gcl with gemp when L is Lipschitz in h. Under this condition, we know by
Lemma 4.1 of [1] that fce smoothly simultaneously estimates (P ; H) whenever femp does.
However, smooth simultaneous estimability is only a sucient condition for learnability.
There are some (P ; H) that are learnable by certain choices for gcl or gemp (recall the need
to choose m, n, n, etc.), but are not simultaneously estimable by fce or femp , respectively.
For gcl, this could occur if, by a fortunate choice, Hn(~x 0) always contains a hypothesis that
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minimizes err(P; h). Similarly, even though the set of hypotheses that minimizes femp may
contain many nonoptimal hypotheses, gemp may make a fortuitous selection of an optimal
hypothesis. We cannot expect to rely on such luck in practice. Thus, we should not compare
gcl and gemp according to whether some choice of each learns, but we should rather compare
them according to whether every possible choice of them learns. The following theorem and
example show that, in this sense, gcl is superior to gemp.

Theorem 2.2. Under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, if L is Lipschitz in h,
Every choice of gemp learns (P ; H) ) Every choice of gcl learns (P ; H):

Proof: See the Appendix.
We close this section with an example of a pair (P ; H) that is learnable by gcl, but not
by gemp .

Example 2.1.

Consider the real-valued, noise-free case (refer to Section 2 of [1]). Let X = [0; 1),
Y = Z = [0; 1], and take L and d to be equal, with L(z; y) = jz yj. Let Q be a singleton,
fQg, where Q is uniform on X . Further, let C = fcg, where c(x)  0.
^
Suppose that H = f^hg [ S1
i=1 hi , where h(x)  1=4 and hi (x) = bi(x), where
0:b1(x)b2(x)b3(x) : : : is the binary representation of x 2 X . Note that h^ minimizes the
error:
err(Q; c; ^h) = 1=4; and err(Q; c; hi) = 1=2 for all i:
A learning procedure for (fQg; fcg; H) should therefore pick ^h.
We rst note that gcl learns (fQg; fcg; H), because, as shown next, this triple can be
empirically covered (refer to De nition 5.2 and Theorem 5.1 of [1]). Any pair h; h0 2 H will
fall into one of three categories: h = h0 = h^ ; h = hi and h0 = hj ; or h = ^h and h0 = hi. In
each of these cases, for any ~x,

~x(h; h0) = E~xjh h0j < 1=4 ) jerr(Q; h) err(Q; h0)j = 0:
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Thus, (fQg; fcg; H) can be empirically covered, and therefore gcl learns (fQg; fcg; H).
However, gemp does not learn (fQg; fcg; H) (and thus femp does not simultaneously
estimate it either). To see this, let the binary representation of x 2 X be 0:b1(x)b2(x)b3(x) : : :.
When x is drawn according to the uniform distribution Q, the bi's are independent and
identically distributed: bi(x) = 0 with probability 1=2. For a sample ~x(m), the probability
that none of b1(~x); : : :; b`(~x) is ~0 (a vector of zeroes) is (1 2 m )`. Thus, for any m and any
xed  < 1,
Qm[~x(m) : there is i such that hi(~x) = ~0 ]  :
So, with probability at least ,
min femp [(~x; c(~x)); hi] = 0:

hi ;i=1;2;:::

However, femp [(~x; c(~x)); h^ ] = 1=4 for any ~x. Since gemp m-approximately minimizes femp,
for large m, gemp will not pick the best hypothesis, h^ , for a substantial portion of the
samples.

3 Sample Size Bounds
We have seen in [1] and the previous section that the canonical estimator and learner work
whenever empirical error estimation and minimization do. One might suspect that these
canonical procedures succeed only by using an exorbitant number of samples. In this section,
we show that this is not the case. In fact, in some important special cases we give bounds
on the number of samples needed by fce and gcl that are less (by a constant factor) than
the known bounds for femp and gemp .

3.1 Preliminaries
The sample size of femp , mfemp (; ; P ; H), is the least value of m such that
sup P n
P 2P

"

#

~s(n) : sup j femp [~s; h] err(P; h) j >  < 
h2H
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for all n  m. For given values of P and H, mfemp is xed. Note, however, that there is
some freedom in choosing a canonical estimator, due to the leeway in choosing n , n , etc.
In Procedure 5.2 of [1], we constrained the admissible values of these parameters so that,
if (P ; H) is smoothly simultaneously estimable, any such choice of fce would be a smooth
simultaneous estimator. However, we may want to choose other values for these parameters
to improve the sample size of the resulting estimator.
Recall the important steps in fce: take n of the m samples, nd a n =n-empirical covering
for H, and use the rest of the samples to estimate the error of the cover elements. Thus, for
a xed number of samples, m, the form of fce depends only on two parameters: n and  .
We de ne the minimum sample size of fce , m~ fce (; ; P ; H), to be the least value of m (at
each  and ) such that there are values of n and  for which the mapping fce satis es
"

#

sup P m ~s(m) : sup j fce [~s(m); h] err(P; h) j >  < :

P 2P

h2H

(1)

Note that there is also some freedom in the choice of an empirical cover for each n,  , and
~s. Since we cannot rely on making \lucky" choices for the empirical cover, we require that
m~ fce be such that (1) holds for all choices of the =n-empirical covering.
Let us consider what it means to compare mfemp and m~ fce . If we show that

m~ fce (; ; P ; H)  mfemp (; ; P ; H) for each  and ,

(2)

this means that there is some choice of fce (that varies with  and ) whose sample size is
less than that of femp at ; . Note though that there need not be a single choice of fce
(determined by xed sequences fnmg and fm g ) that requires fewer samples than femp for
all values of  and  . However, in terms of comparing the number of samples needed by femp
and fce for given values of  and , it is valid to compare mfemp and m~ fce .
In analogy with m~ fce , we could de ne a minimum sample size for the canonical learner,
m~ gcl (; ; P ; H). This would be the least m such that, for any P 2 P , the error of gcl[~s(m)]
is within  of opt(P; H) with probability at least 1 . If, for simplicity, we take m  0
in Procedure 2.1, then we can bound m~ gcl (; ; P ; H) by m~ fce (=2; ; P ; H). To see this, note
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that if fce is within =2 of err(P; h) simultaneously over H, then
err(P; gcl[~s ])  =2 + min
f [~s; h]
h2H ce

 =2 + hinf
err(P; h) + =2
2H
=  + opt(P; H):

A similar comment holds for bounding the sample size of gemp by mfemp . Hence, in the
following, we focus on sample size bounds for the estimators.
We shall bound m~ fce by establishing bounds for three intermediate quantities. The rst
of these is the number of samples needed to achieve a good covering for H. Let Nec(; ; )
be the least value of n for which
2

3

sup P n 4~s(n) : 0
sup
j err(P; h)
P 2P
h;h 2H s.t. x~(n) (h;h0 )<=n
where

~x(n)(h; h0) = n1

n

X

i=1

err(P; h0) j > 5 < ;

d(h(xi ); h0(xi)):

The second is the maximum size of an empirical =n-cover based on a sample of length n.

Hec(; n) := ~x(max
jHn (~x)j;
n)2X
n

where Hn (~x) is an empirical =n-cover for H constructed by the method in Procedure 5.1
of [1]. The last quantity is `(H; ; ), a number such that femp can simultaneously estimate
the errors of a subset of H of size H to within  with probability at least 1  using ` or
more samples.
As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 of [1], if we take Nec(; =2; =2) labeled samples, ~s 0,
sup j err(P; an;~x0 (h)) err(P; h) j > =2
h2H

with probability less than =2. If we take `(Hec(; Nec(; =2; =2)); =2; =2) more labeled
samples, ~s 00,
sup femp [~s 00; an;~x0 (h)] err(P; h) > 
h2H
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with probability less than . Therefore, m~ fce can be bounded as

m~ fce (; ; P ; H)  Nec(; =2; =2) + `(Hec (; Nec(; =2; =2)); =2; =2):

(3)

Note that Hec(; n) and `(H; ; ) increase with n and H , respectively. Therefore, to bound
m~ fce it suces to bound Nec, Hec, and `. We are free to change  .
In bounding m~ fce (; ; P ; H), we split  and  evenly between Nec and `. By other choices
of this split, m~ fce can usually be reduced. The simple analysis above suces for our purposes.

3.2 The General Case
To compare the sample size of femp with m~ fce , we shall assume that femp simultaneously
estimates (P ; H), since otherwise mfemp (; ; P ; H) is in nite for small enough values of 
and . Also, suppose that L is Lipschitz in h with a constant D.
Fix  > 0 and  > 0 and consider a value of ~s = (~x; ~y) such that femp[~s; h] is within =5
of err(P; h) for all h 2 H. As in the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [1],

~x(h; h0) < =n ) jfemp[~s; h] femp[~s; h0]j < D=n;
and therefore

~x(h; h0) < =n ) jerr(P; h) err(P; h0 )j < D=n + 2=5  D + 2=5:
Thus, Nec(; D + 2=5; =2)  mfemp (=5; =2; P ; H). Choose  = 10D . Then

Nec(; =2; =2)  mfemp (=5; =2; P ; H):

(4)

By Lemma 5.2 of [1], Hec(; n)  [K (=2n)]n . However, without knowing how K (=2n)
changes with  , we cannot give a de nite bound for Hec (see the remark that follows).
Instead, let us ignore Hec and note that we can bound `(H; ; ) by mfemp (; ; P ; H) for any
H . From (3) and (4), we have

m~ fce (; ; P ; H)  mfemp (=5; =2; P ; H) + mfemp (=2; =2; P ; H):
Thus, if mfemp is polynomial in 1= and ln(1=), m~ fce is as well. This tells us that m~ fce is,
at most, roughly the same order as mfemp .
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Remark 3.1. We can capture the manner in which K ( ) scales with by the quantity
log K ( ) :
lim
&0 log( 1 )
This is the metric dimension of the set Z (see [5] and [14]). It is a way of de ning the
dimension of a metric space (even when it is not a vector space) by appealing to the notion
of volume. For example, if Z is IRn and d is the Euclidean distance, K ( ) is proportional to
1= n .

3.3 The 0/1-valued, Distribution-Free Case
We now specialize to the case where the hypotheses and labels are 0/1-valued and P = P ,
the set of all probability distributions on X  f0; 1g. In [2], Vapnik and Chervonenkis
introduced a property of a set of 0/1-valued functions H that determines when (P ; H) is
simultaneously estimable by femp . This property has come to be known as the \VapnikChervonenkis dimension" of H, and it plays a central role in the theory of PAC-learning (see
[15]). We will compare the sample sizes of femp and fce in terms of the VC-dimension of H.
Before de ning the VC-dimension, we develop some notation. Let B be a class of 0/1valued functions on a set V , and let ~v(n) be an n-vector of points from V . We use B (~v) to
denote the number of distinct labelings of ~v by functions from B: B (~v) := j fb(~v) : b 2 Bgj:
Clearly, B (~v(n))  2n . We say that B shatters ~v(n) if B (~v(n)) = 2n .

De nition 3.2. The Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of B, VCdim(B), is the largest n for
which there is some ~v(n) 2 V n shattered by B. (If, for arbitrarily large n, there are ~v(n)
that are shattered by B, we say that VCdim(B) = 1.)
See [2], [16], [17], [4], [18], [15], [19], [20], [21], and [22] for examples of classes of nite
VC-dimension.
Using results from [4] and [15], we can bound mfemp as follows.

Lemma 3.1. With q = VCdim(H); 1  q < 1,
mfemp (; ; P ; H) < q2 [20 ln(8=) + 8 ln(6=)] :
13

(5)

Proof: See the Appendix.
In [14], Haussler uses results from [23] to give a bound on mfemp that is similar to (5) in that
it is of order q ln(1=)=2 in  and q.
The proof of the following result appears in the Appendix.

Theorem 3.1. With q = VCdim(H); 1  q < 1, m~ fce (; ; P ; H) can be upper bounded

by a number of order

2 q ln 60e + ln 4  :
(6)
2


(Where \of order" means that we have retained only the highest order terms in 1= and 1=.)

Note that (6) is of the same order as the bound for mfemp in Lemma 3.1. In fact, the
leading constant is several times less. We must keep in mind, however, that these are only
bounds on mfemp and m
~ fce .
It is interesting to note that Nec is smaller than (6) by a factor of 1=. Thus, only a
small fraction of the samples are needed for creating the empirical cover.
Lemma 3.1 gives a bound for mgemp that is of order ln(1=)=2 in . In the special case
where opt(P; H) = 0 for each P 2 P , [15] and [14] give bounds for mgemp that are of order
ln(1=)=. A separate analysis shows that there is a bound of order ln(1=)= for m~ gcl in this
case as well.

3.4 The Real-Valued, Distribution-Free Case
Here, we examine the case where the hypotheses and labels are real-valued and P = P ,
the set of all probability distributions on X  Y . Building on the work of Dudley ([16] and
[18]) and Pollard ([23] and [24]), Haussler has made much progress in nding conditions
that are sucient for femp to be a simultaneous estimator (see [25] and [14]). One of these
conditions is that a certain \pseudodimension" be nite. This pseudodimension generalizes
the VC-dimension to classes of real-valued functions. (Vapnik generalizes the VC-dimension
in a di erent fashion in [4].)
14

For r 2 IR, let sign[r] be 1 if r > 0 and 0 otherwise. Also, let  be a class of real-valued
functions on a set V . We have the following de nition from [14] and [24].

De nition 3.3. The pseudodimension of , psdim(), is the largest n for which there is
some ~v(n) 2 V n and ~r(n) 2 IRn such that

j fsign[(~v) + ~r ] :  2 gj = 2n :
Let LH be the set of functions on X  Y given by LH = fL(h(); ) : h 2 Hg. We have
the following bound on mfemp from [14].

Lemma 3.2. Under Assumption 2.1,
2
mfemp (; ; P ; H)  642 2psdim(LH) ln 16e + ln 8 :
(7)
This bound can be compared with the following, which we prove in the Appendix.
"

#

Theorem 3.2. Let Z = [0; B ], d(z1; z2) = jz1 z2j, and L be Lipschitz in h with constant
D. Then under Assumption 2.1, m~ fce (; ; P ; H) can be upper bounded by a number of

order

2 3psdim(H) ln 32eBD + 2 ln 8 :
(8)
2


(Where \of order" means that we have retained only the highest order terms in 1= and 1=.)




Comparing (8) and (7), we see that these two are of the same size when psdim(H) and
BD are close to psdim(LH) and , respectively. The leading constants in (8) are smaller
by a factor of more than thirty than those in (7). As an example, when Y = [0; B ] and
L(z; y) = jz yj, we have that  = B , D = 1, and psdim(H)  psdim(LH ), so m~ fce compares
favorably with mfemp . Haussler gives some conditions for which psdim(H) = psdim(LH) on
page 115 of [14].

4 Choice of Model Complexity
Thus far, we have only examined how to pick a hypothesis from a xed set H. We also have
the option of selecting H itself. For instance, perhaps we should use a richer class H as the
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amount of data we have increases in order to decrease opt(P; H). In this section, we address
this issue by focusing on hypothesis classes that are nested:

H=

1

[

k=1

Hk and H1  H2  : : :

We say that h 2 Hk is simpler than h0 2 H if h0 2= Hk . For example, Hk might be k'th order
polynomials, or a neural network with k nodes.
Over tting is hard to avoid when we attempt to learn from a nite amount of noisy data
using a rich hypothesis class. That is, we may pick a complex hypothesis that agrees too well
with the noisy data and therefore has a large generalization error. The question we must
address is how to determine the appropriate complexity for our hypotheses or \models."
Most of the proposed solutions for this problem require the evaluation of an a priori measure
of the complexity of each Hk (e.g., VCdim(Hk )). However, these approaches often do not
make use of the observed distribution of the data and may involve a great deal of analysis
to calculate the complexity measures. We present a learning procedure in this section that
does not su er from these drawbacks.
For many rich, interesting classes H, learning (P ; H) will frequently be impossible because
of the requirement that the number of samples used be uniform over P 2 P . Indeed,
VCdim(H) < 1 is necessary for learning (P ; H) ([15]). Accordingly, we concentrate on
nonuniform learnability in this section.

De nition 4.1. (P ; H) is nonuniformly learnable if there is a mapping g : ~s 7! H such that,
for each P 2 P ,
jerr(P; g[~s(m)]) opt(P; H)j ! 0
(9)
in probability as m " 1.
The learning procedure that we present here has the attractive property that it learns uniformly over distributions that have the same \complexity."
Before describing our approach to model selection, we review some common alternatives.
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4.1 Some Conventional Methods for Choosing Model
Complexity
We now brie y discuss some methods from the literature for selecting the complexity
of hypotheses. These schemes fall into three categories: constrained complexity methods,
penalty methods, and error estimation schemes.
First, consider constrained complexity methods. In these methods, a measure of the
complexity of Hk is used to determine a function k(n) such that minimization of femp [~s(n); h]
over Hk(n) based on n labeled samples will result in successful learning. A variety of methods
use this same principle, and all of them rely on some connection between the convergence
properties of femp and some prior measure of the complexity of hypotheses from Hk (see
[26], [27], [28], [29], [30], and [31]). For instance, consider the case in which each Hk has
nite VC-dimension. Inspection of Lemma 3.1 shows that, if we let k(n) increase slowly
enough, then femp simultaneously estimates (P ; Hk(n) ). Thus, we can nonuniformly learn
(P ; H) by minimizing femp[~s(n); h] over Hk(n) . However, to determine how fast to let k(n)
grow, we must know VCdim(Hk ), a measure of the \complexity" of Hk .
In penalty methods, for each k a candidate hypothesis hk 2 Hk is found by minimizing
femp[~s(n); h] over Hk . Then, a penalty function pen(n; k) (which increases with k) is added
to femp[~s(n); hk ] and the resulting quantity is minimized over k to select the nal hypothesis.
The underlying intuition is that we should trade some accuracy on the data in exchange for
a \simpler" hypothesis. For examples of this method, see [32], [33], [34], [35], [4], [13], [36],
[37], [38], and [39]. Again, this penalty is determined from some measure of complexity that
is derived from the structure of H and must be carefully selected to ensure that learning
occurs.
The two preceding methods have two main drawbacks. First, in order to determine
values for k(n) or pen(n; k), a great deal of analysis must be performed on the sets Hk (e.g.,
to determine VCdim(Hk )). Second, the a priori complexity measures strongly in uence
which Hk the nal hypothesis comes from. The learning procedure we present in the next
subsection avoids these problems by using only the nested structure of H to compare the
17

complexity of hypotheses and by using the observed distribution of the data to determine
which Hk the nal hypothesis comes from.
Error estimation schemes are used in applications for which the sample size is a critical
issue. There are a number of techniques by which one can attempt to estimate the error of the
candidate hypotheses hk 2 Hk and thereby choose the best value of k (see [40] for an overview
of these methods). Most of these schemes involve withholding part of the samples and/or
resampling the data in some fashion, as in cross-validation ([6] and [36]) and bootstrapping
([41]). A point that we should note here is that femp is still used in many of these methods
to select the initial candidate hypotheses hk . The learning procedure we present next, or at
least the ideas it is based on, may provide a useful alternative to these methods.

4.2 Learning with a Simple Empirical Cover
We now show how a straightforward extension of the canonical learner, gcl, can be used to
address the problem of selecting model complexity. Recall that gcl uses part of the data to
approximate H by a nite subset, an empirical cover. When H is nested, we can modify
this approach by requiring that the elements of the empirical cover be (nearly) as simple as
possible.

De nition 4.2. An M -simple empirical -covering for H based on ~x(n) is a set Hn (~x) and
a mapping an;~x : H 7! Hn(~x) such that, for each j and any h 2 Hj , (i) x~ (an;~x(h); h) < 
and (ii) an;~x(h) 2 HbMjc.

Using a large M allows the elements of the cover to be less simple. In some cases, nding
the simplest hypothesis consistent with a labeling is much harder than nding one that is
only reasonably simple (see [42]). This would dictate using M > 1.
A key observation is that we can construct nite M -simple empirical coverings.

Lemma 4.1. Under Assumption 2.2, for any M  1 we can construct an M -simple empirical
-covering for H based on ~x(n) that has at most [K (=2)]n elements.
Proof: See the Appendix.
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The learning procedure that we now de ne is identical to the canonical learner, except
that it uses M -simple empirical covers. In the following procedure, let Assumptions 2.1 and
2.2 be satis ed.

Procedure 4.1. Learning with an M -simple empirical cover.
Let 1  M < 1, n & 0, n & 0, n & 0, and m & 0. For a labeled sample ~s(m) of m

points, perform the following three steps.

1. Let H (n) = [K (n=2)]n . Let n be the largest integer such that

n + d(2 =22n ) ln[2H (n)=n ]e  m:

(10)

Split ~s into two subsamples, ~s(m) = (~s 0(n);~s 00(m n)), where ~s 0(n) = (~x 0; ~y 0).
2. Construct, as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, an M -simple empirical (n)-covering for H
based on ~x 0, By Lemma 5.1 of [1], with probability at least 1 n , the empirical error
estimate, femp[~s 00; h0], will be within n of err(P; h0) simultaneously for all h0 2 Hn (~x 0).
3. Let gsec m-approximately minimize femp [~s 00(m n); h] over Hn (~x 0):
(

gsec[~s(m)] 2 h : femp

[~s 00; h] =

min f [~s 00; h0] + m
h0 2H (~x 0 ) emp
n

)

:

In the following subsection, we examine two results that establish the usefulness of gsec.
The rst gives a condition than many practically interesting H satisfy that is sucient for
gsec to learn. The second shows that gsec works whenever \constrained complexity" methods
work.

4.3 Sucient Conditions
In order to describe the conditions under which gsec works, we develop some terminology.

De nition 4.3. Let  be a class of functions that map X to Z . We say that Ex~ converges
simultaneously over (P ; ) if
sup jEP  E~x(m)j ! 0
2
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in probability as m " 1 uniformly in P 2 P .
Also, let d(Hi ; Hi) := fd(h; h0) : h; h0 2 Hi g.
Under our usual assumptions, we can show that gsec nonuniformly learns (P ; H) whenever
E~x converges simultaneously over (P ; d(Hi ; Hi)) for each i. We can, in fact, prove a much
stronger result. We shall show that gsec can learn uniformly over distributions that have the
same \complexity." Consider the nested classes Pi given by




Pi = P 2 P : hinf
err(P; h) = opt(P; H) :
2H
i

If the true distribution comes from Pi, we only need to consider hypotheses from Hi . Thus,
we can think of the distributions in Pi as having the same \complexity" relative to the
nested structure of H. This complexity increases with i, and it seems reasonable to allow
more labeled samples in order to learn in the face of more complex distributions. It turns
out that, even though gsec learns nonuniformly over (P ; H), it can learn uniformly over each
Pi. That is, the number of samples it requires to produce a hypothesis of a given quality is
the same for distributions with the same complexity.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold and L is Lipschitz in h. If
E~x converges simultaneously over (P ; d(Hi ; Hi)) for each i, then gsec nonuniformly learns
(P ; H), and it does so uniformly over each Pi. That is, for each i,

jgsec[~s(m)] opt(P; H)j ! 0
in probability as m " 1 uniformly over P 2 Pi.

Proof: See the Appendix.
The utility of Theorem 4.1 stems from two facts. First, Procedure 4.1 does not utilize
any special knowledge about H other than its decomposition into nested subsets. Second, it
applies in many cases of interest. For instance, consider the case where the hypotheses and
labels are real-valued and the distance measure d(z1; z2) = jz1 z2j. Using results from [4],
it is straightforward to show (see [43]) that E~x converges simultaneously over (P ; d(Hi ; Hi))
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whenever it does so over (P ; Hi). Thus, when VCdim(Hi) or psdim(Hi) is nite for each
i (as is the case for many parametric model classes{see [19], [14], [20], [21] and [22]), Ex~
converges simultaneously over (P ; d(Hi ; Hi)) for each i. Yet, in this case, we do not need
to know the value of these dimensions to apply Procedure 4.1.

4.4 A Comparison with Constrained Complexity Methods
We could give a variety of conditions that are sucient for either gsec or the methods
mentioned in Subsection 4.1 to work. It is more satisfactory to directly compare gsec with
one of these others, as we compared gcl and gemp in Section 2. In this subsection, we show
that gsec works whenever \constrained complexity" methods do.
Let gcc denote the class of constrained complexity learning procedures described previously. Given a function k(n) : N 7! N and a sequence n ! 0, gcc[~s(n)] n-approximately
minimizes femp[~s(n); h] over Hk(n) :

gcc[~s(n)] 2



h 2 Hk(n)

: femp[~s; h]  0 mink(n) femp[~s; h0] + n
h 2H



:

(11)

As with the previous learning procedures, there are various choices of gcc determined by
the choice of the sequence n and the \minimizing" hypothesis in (11). Likewise, there are
various choices of gsec determined by n , n, Hn (~x 0), etc.
In order for gcc to learn, k(n) must not increase too fast with n. A k(n) that works
must be determined from the structure of P and H (e.g., by knowing VCdim(Hi) ). The
procedure gsec has an advantage in this regard, since whenever there is some k(n) such that
gcc works, gsec (with M = 1) works as well.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold and L is Lipschitz in h. If there
is k(n) such that every choice of gcc nonuniformly learns (P ; H), then every choice of gsec
with M = 1 nonuniformly learns (P ; H).
Proof: See the Appendix.
As a trivial example of a case where gsec works and gcc (as well as many of the methods
in Subsection 4.1) does not, consider the situation in Example 2.1 and set Hi  H.
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5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper and its predecessor ([1]), we have introduced new paradigms for estimating
errors and learning that have advantages over empirical error-based methods. In [1], we established the generality of our canonical estimator by showing that it solves any simultaneous
estimation problem that can be solved by an estimator that satis es a natural smoothness
constraint. For a broad class of learning problems (i.e., those for which Assumptions 2.1 and
2.2 hold and L is Lipschitz in h), we have shown that the canonical estimator and learner
work whenever the corresponding empirical error-based schemes work. We have demonstrated, by examples, that the converse of this is not true. We have derived bounds on the
sample sizes of our canonical procedures that are comparable (and in some special cases,
smaller than) the available bounds for the empirical error-based methods. Finally, we have
used the ideas behind the canonical learner to create a scheme for selecting a hypothesis of
appropriate complexity from a rich, nested hypothesis class. Unlike many existing methods,
this method uses the observed data to directly in uence the complexity of the nal, chosen
hypothesis and does not require the evaluation of an a priori measure of the complexity
of hypotheses. We have proved a result which indicates that this method works for many
common parametric hypothesis classes. Also, under our usual assumptions (Assumptions 2.1
and 2.2 and L being Lipschitz in h), we have shown that our method will work whenever the
conventional \constrained complexity" methods do. Although much work has been done,
there are still many unanswered questions.
The one real advantage of the empirical error-based schemes is their simplicity. It remains
to be seen whether there are computationally ecient ways of nding a good hypothesis with
the canonical learner. For a speci c problem, we may be able to use some additional structure
to search for an optimum hypothesis in the empirical cover without actually constructing
the cover itself.
It would be useful to nd sample size bounds for the complexity selection method presented in Section 4. As we saw in Section 3, this sort of analysis can help us decide how
to split the samples between those used for creating the empirical cover and the \test set."
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In addition, a fertile area for experimental work is to use real data to compare the actual
sample sizes of the canonical procedures with those of the empirical error-based methods.
There are a number of modi cations that could be made to the learning framework.
One of particular interest is to relax the requirement that the labeled samples are drawn
independently and are identically distributed. A few papers in the literature do address
more general situations; see [44], [30], [45], and [46]. Also, the learning framework could
be extended to a nonparametric setting by allowing the hypothesis class to vary with the
observed data (as in nearest neighbor classi cation).
It might prove useful to nd a natural interpretation of the class of (P ; H) that are
learnable by the canonical learner. Speci cally, does this class contain only (P ; H) that are,
in some sense, \smoothly learnable"?
Finally, we note that the canonical estimator and learner make essential use of the knowledge of H (in the construction of an empirical cover), but they do not take advantage of the
knowledge of P . In practical problems, some prior knowledge can replace a large amount of
empirical data. A general learning procedure that capitalizes on the structure of P would
be a powerful tool.

Appendix
Proof of Theorem 2.2

Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold, every choice of gemp learns (P ; H), and
L is Lipschitz in h with constant D. Take any choice of gcl: x the mapping gcl[~s(m)] as
well as the sequences n, n, n , Hn(~x 0), and m. We want to show that this choice of gcl
learns (P ; H).
Recall that fce picks a n=n-empirical covering, (Hn(~x 0); an;~x0 ), for each n and ~x 0(n). Let
g be a mapping that minimizes femp[~s 0; h] over the nite set Hn (~x 0):

g[~s 0(n)] 2

(

h 2 Hn (~x0) : femp[~s 0; h] =
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min

h0 2Hn (~x0 )

femp[~s 0; h0]

)

:

Because ~x0 (an;~x0 (h); h) < n =n and L is Lipschitz in h, we have, as in Lemma 4.1 of [1], that

j femp [~s 0; an;~x (h)] femp[~s 0; h] j < Dn =n:
0

Thus,

femp[~s 0; g[~s 0]] = hinf
f [~s 0; an;~x0 (h)]
2H emp
0; h] + Dn :
 hinf
f
[
~
s
(12)
emp
2H
n
We see by (12) that g is a Dn =n-approximate minimizer of femp . Note also that g is a
choice of gemp. By assumption, g learns (P ; H): there is a sequence n & 0 such that
sup P n [~s 0(n) : jerr(P; g[~s 0(n)]) opt(P; H)j > n ] < n:

(13)

P 2P

By the choice of n in Step 1 of Procedure 5.2 in [1], we have by Lemma 5.1 of [1] that
sup P (m n)

P 2P

"

~s 00(m

n) : h02H
max(~x0) j femp
n

[~s 00(m

n); h0]

err(P; h0) j > 

#

n

< n:

(14)

Thus, for any P 2 P , the following chain of inequalities holds with probability at least
1 n n :
err(P; gcl [~s (m)])  femp[~s 00; gcl[~s ]] + n

 h 2H
min(~x ) femp[~s 00; h0] + n + m
 h 2H
min(~x ) err(P; h0 ) + 2n + m
 err(P; g[~s 0]) + 2n + m
 opt(P; H) + n + 2n + m:

(15)

0

n

0

(16)

0

n

0

(17)
(18)
(19)

Inequalities (17) and (19) follow from (14) and (13), respectively. The remaining inequalities
hold for the following reasons.
(15): gcl[~s ] 2 Hn (~x 0) and (14).
(16): gcl m-approximately minimizes fce over Hn(~x 0).
(18): g[~s 0] is in Hn (~x 0).
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Note that err(P; gcl [~s ])  opt(P; H), and therefore (19) implies that

j err(P; gcl [~s ]) opt(P; H) j  n + 2n + m
with probability approaching 1 uniformly in P 2 P . That is, this instance of gcl learns
(P ; H).
Proof of Lemma 3.1

From page 151 of [4] and Proposition A2.1 of [15], we have that
"
#
!q
2
en
n
sup P ~s(n) : sup j femp [~s; h] err(P; h) j >  < 6 q exp( n2=4)
P 2P
h2H
when 1  q = VCdim(H) < 1. Thus, we can bound mfemp by an n which satis es
n2 q ln(2en=q) ln(6=)  0:
(20)
4
Note that the derivative of (20) with respect to n is nonnegative when n  4q=2. To prove
Lemma 3.1, it suces to show that some n with
4q=2  n  q2 [20 ln(8=) + 8 ln(6=)]
(21)
satis es (20). We can accomplish this by showing that
h
i
n0 := q2 10 ln(20e=2) + 8 ln(6=)
satis es (20), because n0 satis es (21). We have
0
6 = q ln  20e ln 20e + 16e ln 6  + ln 6 :
+
ln
(22)
q ln 2en
q

2 2
2 

It is easy to show that, for a; b  2, a + b  ab. Each of the terms inside the \ln[]" in (22)
exceeds 2, and therefore (22) is at most




20
e
20
e
6
16
e
q ln 2 ln 2 + q ln 2 ln  + ln 6 :
(23)
p
Since a > ln a, (23) does not exceed
5q ln  20e  + 2q ln 6 ;
2
2

0
2
0
which equals n  =4. Thus, n satis es (20).

Proof of Theorem 3.1

We rst prove a useful lemma.
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Lemma A.1. Let H = fjh h0j : h; h0 2 Hg. Then
VCdim(H )  10VCdim(H):

Proof of Lemma A.1

This is trivial when VCdim(H) = 0. Assume that q := VCdim(H)  1. By Proposition A2.1 of [15],
!q
en
H(n) := ~xmax
jfh(~x(n)) : h 2 Hgj  q :
2X
n

Let \" denote the component-wise exclusive-or operation on binary vectors. Since

jf^h(~x(n)) : ^h 2 H gj = jfh(~x(n))  h0(~x(n)) : h; h0 2 Hgj
 jfh(~x(n)) : h 2 Hgj2
 [H(n)]2;
we have H (n)  [H(n)]2  (en=q)2q. Now, if (en=q)2q < 2n , then we certainly have
H (n) < 2n ; that is, VCdim(H ) < n. We can choose n to be linear as a function of q and
satisfy (en=q)2q < 2n ; with n = 10q,
210q = (32)2q > (10e)2q :

Let H have VCdim(H) = q  1.
First, we bound Nec. To simplify this task, choose  = 1. Note that

jerr(P; h) err(P; h0 )j  EP jh h0j:
Since the hypotheses are 0/1-valued, ~x(n)(h; h0) < 1 if and only if x~(n)(h; h0) = 0. Thus, to
bound Nec, it suces to nd bounds on n for which
sup

h;h 2H s.t. ~x(n) (h;h
0

0 )=0

with probability less than .
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EP jh h0j > 

(24)

Let H = fjh h0j : h; h0 2 Hg, and let ~0 be a vector of all zeroes. We can rewrite
Equation (24) as
EP h^ > :
(25)
sup
h^ 2H s.t. ^h(~x(n))=~0

Let q = VCdim(H ). By Lemma A.1, q is nite if q is. Also, it is true that q  1 if
q  1. We have from [47] that (25) holds with probability less than  for any P 2 P  when
n is at least
3 q ln(12=) + ln(2=) :
(26)


Thus, (26) serves as a bound on Nec(1; ; ). Replacing  and  by =2 and =2 in (26) gives

Nec(1; =2; =2)  6 q ln(24=) + ln(4=) :




By Proposition A2.1 of [15], Hec(1; n)  (en=q)q . Also, we can bound ` by using
Lemma 5.1 of [1] with  = 1,  = =2, and  = =2:

`(H; =2; =2)  22 (ln H + ln(4=)):
Putting these bounds together,


24
2
q
4
6
e

`(Hec (1; Nec(1; =2; =2)); =2; =2)  2 ln q q ln  + ln  + 22 ln 4 :
!

Using Lemma A.1 and rearranging, we have


60
e
4
2
`(Hec(1; Nec(1; =2; =2)); =2; =2)  2 q ln  + ln  + 22q ln ln 24 + q1 ln 4 :
!

Note that Nec, the number of samples needed to achieve a good cover, is smaller than ` by
a factor of 1=. Thus, if we keep only the highest-order terms in 1= and 1=, we have by (3)
that m~ fce (; ; P ; H) is of order
2 q ln 60e + ln 4  :
2
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Proof of Theorem 3.2

We shall assume that Z = [0; B ], d(z1; z2) = jz1 z2j, and L is Lipschitz in h with a
constant D. Before proceeding with the proof, we introduce some notation and intermediate
results.
For an n-vector ~x(n), let h(~x(n)) = [h(x1); : : : ; h(xn)] and let H(~x(n)) denote the set
fh(~x(n)) : h 2 Hg. Thus, when Z = [0; B ], H(x)  [0; B ].
Consider the following pseudometric on IRn induced by d:

1(~r 1;~r 2) := n1

n

X

i=1

jri1 ri2j :

A set of vectors ~r 1; : : :;~r k from IRn is said to be -separated if 1(~r i;~r j ) >  for each i 6= j .
We denote the size of the largest -separated subset of H(~x) by M(; H(~x); 1). A set U  Z n
is an -cover for H(~x(n)) if for each ~r 2 H(~x) there is ~u 2 U with 1(~r; ~u) < . We denote the
smallest -cover of H(~x) by N (; H(~x); 1). When M(; H(~x); 1) is nite for every  > 0, as
will always be the case when Z = [0; B ], the following inequalities hold (see [5]).

Lemma A.2.

M(2; H(~x); 1)  N (; H(~x); 1)  M(; H(~x); 1):

Finally, we have this result (Theorem 6 of [14]).

Lemma A.3. If H(x)  [0; B ] and psdim(H) = q for some 1  q < 1, then for each
0 <   B,
q
ln 2eB :
M(; H(~x(n)); 1) < 2 2eB






First, we bound Nec. As in the 0/1-valued case, we note that

jerr(P; h) err(P; h0 )j  DEP jh h0j:

(27)

Thus, to bound Nec it suces to nd bounds on when
sup

h;h0 2H s.t. ~x (h;h0 )<=n
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EP jh h0j > :

(28)

Let H = fjh h0j : h; h0 2 Hg. We can rewrite (28) as
sup

h^ 2H s.t. E~x ^h<=n

Let  > 0. Then

EP h^ > :

(29)

d (r1; r2) := r jr+1 r r+2j 

(30)

sup d(E~xh^ ; EP ^h)  1=2;

(31)

1

2

is a metric on [0; 1)  IR. Using a result from [14], we can nd bounds on when
h^ 2H

which will give bounds on when (29) occurs. Note that if we set =n = , then for any
~s = (~x; ~y ) for which (31) holds and any ^h for which E~xh^ < =n,

EP h^ E~s^h  jEP ^h E~sh^ j  =2 + (EP h^ + E~sh^ )=2   + EP ^h=2;
hence EP ^h  4. Thus,
3

2

P n ~s(n) :
4

sup

^h2H s.t. E~x ^h<=n

#

"

EP ^h > 4  P n ~s(n) : sup d (Ex~ ^h; EP h^ ) > 1=2 :
5

^h2H

By (27), H (x)  [0; 2B ], and Theorem 2 of [14] (attributed to Pollard), we have that
Nec(n; 4D; )  k, where k is a number such that
4EP (N (=16; H (~x(k)); 1)) exp( k=128B ) < :
k

Now, we need to nd a bound on N (; H (~x(k)); 1). It is easy to show that

N (; H(~x(k)); 1)  [N (=2; H(~x(k)); 1)]2
by using the triangle inequality for 1. Also, we have from Lemmas A.2 and A.3 that, with
q = psdim(H),
q

ln 4eB :
N (=2; H(~x(k)); 1)  2 4eB


Putting all of these inequalities together, we can bound Nec(n; 4D; ) by a k that satis es
6
6
16 2 eB ln 2 eB



2q

!
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exp( k=27B ) < ;

or

7
6
6
k > 2 B 2q ln 2 eB ln 2 eB + ln 16
 :
p
Changing  to =8D,  to =2, and using a > ln a with a = (29eBD=),
#
10 BD "
9 eBD
2
2
32
Nec(n=8D; =2; =2)   3q ln  + ln  + 1:
(32)
Although the constants in this bound are rather large, we will see that Nec is smaller (in
order) by a factor of 1= compared to `.
"

!

#

Now we turn to bounding Hec and `. Procedure 5.1 of [1] can be altered so that the resulting empirical -cover is =2-separated (see the note at the end of the proof of Lemma 5.2 in
[1]). Thus, if we construct Hn (~x ) in this manner, Hec(n; n) is at most M(=2; H(~x(n)); 1),
the size of the largest =2-separated subset of H. By Lemma A.3,
q
4
eB
4
eB
M(=2; H(~x(n)); 1) < 2  ln  ;


and we have

32eBD
Hec(n=8D; n) < 2 32eBD
ln


for any n. By Lemma 5.1 of [1],
2
`(H; =2; =2)  22 (ln H + ln(4=));
p
and thus, using a > ln a with a = (32eBD=),




q

`(Hec(n=8D; Nec (n=8D; =2; =2)); =2; =2)
2
8 :
 2 3q ln 32eBD
(33)
+
2
ln


Note that the bound on Nec in (32) is smaller than ` by a factor of 1=. Thus, if we keep
only the highest-order terms in 1= and 1=, we have by (3) that m~ fce (; ; P ; H) is of order
2 3psdim(H) ln 32eBD + 2 ln 8 :
2
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Proof of Lemma 4.1

This is a trivial modi cation of the proof of Lemma 5.2 in [1]. The construction in
that proof involves adding some hypothesis hk to the cover if

d(hk (xi); Mk (i)) < =2 at each i 2 f1; : : : ; ng

(34)

(refer to (16) in [1]). We shall add a constraint on the choice of hk .
We refer to k as the index of Hk . Let j  be the index of the simplest hypothesis within
=2 of Mk (i):

j  = minfj : there is h 2 Hj with d(h; Mk (i)) < =2; i 2 f1; : : : ; ngg:
Then an appropriate constraint on an hk added to Ak 1 is that it be a member of HbMjc.
Now, we need to check that this construction does give an M -simple empirical -cover. Take
any h; assume that h 2 Hj . For some k0, h is within =2 of Mk0 (i) at each i. Thus, j 0, the
index of the simplest hypothesis within =2 of Mk0 (i) at each i, must satisfy j 0  j . By
construction, the cover element added to Ak 1 due to the labeling Mk0 (which is the cover
element associated with h by the mapping a) has index at most bMj 0c  bMj c. As in the
proof of Lemma 5.2, ~x(a(h); h) <  is also satis ed.

Proof of Theorem 4.1
Let





err(P; h) = opt(P; H) :
Pi = P 2 P : hinf
2H
Fix any > 0 and any j 2 N . Take any P 2 Pj . There is h 2 Hj with
i

err(P; h ) opt(P; H)  :

(35)

By Step 2 of Procedure 4.1, an;~x0 (h) 2 HbMjc. Thus, since E~x converges simultaneously on
(P ; d(Hi ; Hi)) for each i, if we pick n large enough then n < and

EP d(an;~x0 (h); h) < ~x(an;~x0 (h); h) + < 2
31

(36)

with probability near one. (The required size of n does not depend on P , as long as P 2 Pj .)
Since L is Lipschitz in h for some D < 1, whenever ~s 0(n) = (~x 0; ~y 0) is such that (36) holds,

jerr(P; an;~x (h)) err(P; h)j  2 D;
0

and hence, by (35),

err(P; an;~x0 (h)) opt(P; H)  + 2 D:

(37)

In Step 1 of Procedure 4.1, m n is chosen to be large enough that, with probability at least
1 n ,
err(P; gsec [~s 0;~s 00])  h2H
min(~x0) err(P; h) + n + m  err(P; an;~x0 (h)) + n + m:
n

(38)

Thus, for ~s 0 such that (36) holds, we have by (37) and (38) that

err(P; gsec [~s 0;~s 00]) opt(P; H)  + 2 D + n + m

(39)

with probability approaching one (uniformly in P 2 Pj ) as n " 1. Clearly, since n & 0
and > 0 is arbitrary, we can make the right-hand side of (39) arbitrarily close to 0 with
probability near one for n large enough. Thus, gsec nonuniformly learns (P ; H), and it does
so uniformly over each Pj .

Proof of Theorem 4.2

This proof closely parallels that of Theorem 2.2.
Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold, there is k(n) such that every choice of gcc
nonuniformly learns (P ; H), and L is Lipschitz in h with constant D. Take any choice of
gsec with M = 1: x the mapping gsec [~s(m)] as well as the sequences n, n, n, Hn (~x 0),
and m. We want to show that this choice of gsec nonuniformly learns (P ; H).
Recall that gsec picks a n -empirical covering, (Hn (~x 0); an;~x0 ), for each n and ~x 0(n). Let g
be a mapping that minimizes femp[~s 0; h] over the nite set Hn (~x 0) \ Hk(n) . As in the proof
of Theorem 2.2,
(40)
j femp [~s 0; an;~x0 (h)] femp[~s 0; h] j < Dn :
Because M = 1, for any h 2 Hk(n) there is an;~x0 (h) 2 Hn (~x 0) such that an;~x0 (h) 2 Hk(n) as
well. Thus,
fan;~x0 (h) : h 2 Hk(n) g  fh0 : h0 2 Hn(~x 0) \ Hk(n) g:
32

This, along with (40), gives

femp[~s 0; g[~s 0]] =

femp[~s 0; h0]
 h2Hinf( ) femp[~s 0; an;~x0 (h)]
 h2Hinf( ) femp[~s 0; h] + Dn :
inf0

h 2Hn (~x )\H ( )
0

k n

k n

k n

(41)

We see by (41) that g is a Dn -approximate minimizer of femp over Hk(n) . Thus, g is a
choice of gcc , and so g nonuniformly learns (P ; H). The remainder of the proof is identical
to that of Theorem 2.2, except that there is no uniformity over P .
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